iMobie PhoneRescue Now Restores Lost
Data for Android Users with Highest
Success Rate, Even Directly to Phones
and Tablets
LOS ANGELES, Calif., June 5, 2017 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — iMobie Inc., a
leading software developer, today excitedly announced that its flagship
product PhoneRescue now is able to save lost photos, messages, contacts,
WhatsApp data, and more for Android users, with the highest data recovery
rate in the industry.

Built on uniquely innovative technologies, PhoneRescue is the ONLY software
available that can restore essential personal data directly to Android
devices, allowing users to reuse them immediately like normal. Better still,
it adopts customized technologies based on each specific phone and tablet, to
guarantee the most professional recovery process and the best ever result.
“PhoneRescue has successfully helped over 5,700,000 iOS users get back lostbut-valued data during the past 3 years, and we’ve also received thousands of
feedbacks from Android users, who expect that we can save them from data loss
as well,” said Frank Kong, CEO of iMobie Inc. “So we worked hard in the past
year, optimized our unique data recovery technology, and finally brought out
the new PhoneRescue, which can save both iOS and Android users from data

disaster, with the world’s highest data recovery success rate.”
Download PhoneRescue to get back your lost photos, messages, contacts, and
WhatsApp data: https://www.imobie.com/phonerescue/download.htm
What you are guaranteed with PhoneRescue:
The Industry-Leading Data Recovery Rate & Speed:
Developed with cutting-edge data analysis and processing technologies,
PhoneRescue guarantees you second-to-none scanning speed and the highest data
recovery rate in the industry. No more hours of waiting and suffering, now
you can get back what you want in as quick as a few seconds.
The Only Solution to Restore Data Straight to Android Device:
Apart from saving lost data to PC or Mac, PhoneRescue also works as the ONLY
solution on the market that restores lost data directly to phones and
tablets. For the first time ever, you are capable of saving your lost
messages, contacts, call logs, and calendars straight to Android devices for
instant reuse.
The Most Data Types Coverage Rate Ever:
PhoneRescue recovers up to 13 types of the most essential data and files for
Android users; covering photos, messages, contacts, music, videos, etc. It
even provides a complete solution to get back your lost or hidden WhatsApp
chatting records and attachments, with or without rooting device.
Custom-Built Versions for Different Android Phones
To ensure you retrieve your lost data with the highest success rate,
PhoneRescue is designed with 5 customized versions for the mainstream Android
phone brands: SAMSUNG, Google, SONY, HTC and HUAWEI. Soon it will bring the
special versions for LG and Motorola. More than a general tool, this data
recovery expert makes everything unique, professional and intelligent.
For more about PhoneRescue, visit:
https://www.imobie.com/phonerescue/android-data-recovery.htm
Price and Availability:
PhoneRescue is available for Windows and Mac: Personal License ($49.99) and
Family License ($69.99):
https://www.imobie.com/phonerescue/buy-android-data-recovery.htm
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